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A dichotomous choice form ofcontingent valuation is applied to quantify individuals' 
economic surplus urociatcd with mscrvation of the whooping. cram resource. Spccik 
issuer and limitations of chc empbital approach arc distussed. The resultaof Ulia cam 
study nvcal (hat models with similarnacistical fitscan Icad to v c y  dtsparatc measurnof 
cfonomk ~ I u a ,  m e s a  of whether the mean or median is cbosM to eaimate avnagc 
willingness to pay. Such results sumat caution is narssay when applyingdichotomous 
choice models in contingent valuation. 
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Market prices for endangered wildlife species 
rarely exist. When prices do exist, they arc not 
likely to reflect accurately individual prefer- 
ences. Both consumptive uses, such as hunt- 
ing, fishing, and trapping (Boyle and Bishop 
1985; StoU and Johnson; Brookshire, Eu- 
banks, and Randall) and more esoteric bene- 
fits, such 'as viewing and existence values 
must be considered. This article is addressed 
to the valuation of whooping cranes (Grus 
Americana), a prominent endangered species. 

The purpose of this article is to present a 
methodology for estimating nonconsumptive 
benefits associated with the existence of an 
endangered species. A dichotomous choice 
form of contingent valuation is applied to 
quantify individuals' economic surplus asso- 
ciated with preservation of the whooping 
crane resource. Specific issues and limitations 
of the empirical approach are discussed, some 
of which have been previously examined by 
Bishop and Heberlein (1979) and Hanemann. 

The present paper expands upon earlier 
work in several ways. F i t ,  in addition to 
discussing the above issues, a unique applica- 
tion of the approach to an endangered species 
is presented. Second. three model specifica- 
tions are examined, two of which arc consis- 
tent with utility theory and one which is not 
(Hanemann). Ti, again following Hane- 
mann, economic surplus is estimated at the 
sample median as well as the mean. The dii 
cussion of the last two issues sheds S i t  on 
their implications for estimation of economic 
surplus. 

Throughout the article, the suitability of al- 
ternative estimation techniques for dichom 
mous choice (or referendum style) data is ex- 
amined. The methodological and empirical 
results are relevant to a number of cumnt is- 
sues regarding model specification, choice of 
binary response model, and choice of estimator 
for equivalent surplus (Hanemann; Boyle and 
Bishop 1984; Sellar, Chavas, and Stoll). 

Whooplng Crane Resource 
J. M. Bowker is aa animm pmfewr u Nova Ssotia AOlkullurnl 
Collcp md a forma remrch m i a a m  in the Dcpanmcnt of 
A*IM.~ -mica. 1- MM University. lohn R. ston ia The whooping crane is classified as endan- 
.a .uochte pmfewr. Depvtmtm d Agricultural ~srmomiu, gered under the federai Endangered Species 
T e w  AQM Unlvmhy. 

This muscript is TA.22319 of the Texas Agricultud Erpri. ROm (StOl' and Johnson)' 
mnt Sution. cranes have been close to extinction since 

~ e ~ p f d  comments from Ron GriRin O d  Cappa Jr.. He-Shin 1941, when their numbers were estimated to ; H m p .  md rcved uPnymMls lou;nol mruc+;u. m L U y  
acknowledped. T ~ C  nnianncc or ~ n n  johnaon in , j r n w i l ~ .  be fifteen birds. In 1987. the entire population 
tion and lnitipl study design is particularly acknowledged. of whooping cranes was believed to be about 
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168 birds, of which 109 birds comprised the understate total rC8Ource value and lead to 
ody wild bneding flock in the world (Aransss undeqmvision or less suppon for provision 
.r,r:mnal Wildlife Refwe. mrsonal communi- than is socially warranted. mrul",l-- . . - 
--+t,.- 79 Mav I98n. ;ihi flock mimates be- C(u,v..,- ---, - - -  ,. - 
tween Wood Buffalo National Park h Canada 
a d  Aransas National Wildlife Refuge in Ihe D1chOtOmOm ChO'a 
~ a l a p .  Thirtv-four additional birds are located Contingent ."-- - 
& patuxent bldlife Research Center in MW- 
land, the International Crane Foundation Re- 
search Center in Wisconsin, and the 
~ n i o  Zoo. An experimental sandhill 
foster parent flock of 
birds, which is dispersed and hard count, 
also migrates between Idaho and New Mexico 
(Aransas; Stoll and Johnson). 

Public interest in whooping cranes is evi- 
denced in a number of ways. The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service maintains research and 
breeding programs, a Whooping Crane Con- 
servation Association has been founded, and a 
$7.5 million trust fund has been established to 
protect land along the cranes' migratory path. 
Additionally, of the 60.000 to 100,000 visitors 
to the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge annu- 
ally. most come during the whooping cranes' 
wintering period (Stoll and Johnson). 

A number of nonmarket methods are available 
to estimate the total value of whooping c-S. 
These include the travel cost method (G$m 
and Martin). simulated market method (B!sh- 
op and Heberlein 1979. 1980; Bishop et  81.). 
and contingent valuation method ( C W  (Boyle 
and Bishop 1984, 1985; Sell=, Stall, 8nd 
Chavas). Many researchers have applied grid 
compared nonmarket valuation methods ,for 
different goods (Bishop and HeberIein 1m, 
1980; Sellar. Stoll. and Chavas; Boyle.,md 
Bishop 1984: StoU. Smathers. and Shulstad). 
Cummings. Brookshire, and Schulze have 
summarized this literature. 

A CVM approach was chosen to estimate 
values for the whooping crane resource. While 
some have cast doubts on the efficacy of using 
CVM to elicit economic values (Rolston; Sam- 
ples, Gowen, and Dixon), the travel cost and 
simulated market methods are inappm@ate 
when nonuse values are important. At,ptee 

Concepts of Value ent, there is no consensus about the prefemd 
fonn of contingent valuation for valuin$ en- 

To better understand valuation of nonmarket dangered wildlife species. In this study. ? 
resources such as endangered species, the var- closed-end dichotomous choice approach 1s - - - - -. . . . 
ious use and nonuse components of total value 
f ~ r  wildlife resources must be considered. A 
number of economists have recently contrib- 
uted to identifying and defining components of 
total resource value (Boyle and Bishop 1985; 
Bishop and Heberlein 1980; Randall and Stoll 
1983; Bishop; Walsh. Loomis, and Gillman). 
In the case of endangered species, nonuse val- 
ues are likely to dominate the total value. 
There is virtually no "consumptive use" value 
for whooping cranes. Individual values asso- 
ciated with "nonconsumptive u?!" are proba- 
bly higher than "nonuse values, but there are 
many more nonusers than users. Conse- 
quently, values of nonusers constitute the 
major component of benefits derived from the 
species. Such nonuse benefits fit the descrip- 
tion of public goods.' Their omission would 

selected. 
The use of dichotomous choice (DO :tech- 

niques for CVM involves creation of hymthet- 
ical environments which include an @cia1 
market mechanism. For the whooping crane 
study, subjec*, were informed that a Policy 
change could lead to cessation of publr6,fund- 
ing necessary to support the continued. exis- 
tence of the whooping crane species (w& a p  
pendix). They were then asked to accept or 
reject an offer to contribute annually to a trust 
fund that would be used to ensure the con- 
tinued existence of the species. Each subject 
responded to one offer which was randomly 
selected from a preselected range. The results 
of the responses from all subjects were subse- 
quently analyzed using appropriate binary re- 
sponse statistical models to determine the ex- 
pected value which respondents place an  the 
resource. 

Nonuac cteariY ntr the tradi!ionaldeuriplim olapublk go* The dichotomous choice approach h e  been 
while mnconsumptiw usc mon nearly w~rnximrue? a c o n s a p  bl epmL dy ~ ~ h . s ~ ~ ~ d s ) S O S I P ~  dCaw.  used by other researchers LBoyle and Bishop 
ity cmatraints.' 

1984. 1985: Sellar. Stoll. and Chavas) since 
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first being adapted to nonmarket valuation is- tinued existence (W = I), he wiU pay tht 
sues by Bishop and Heberlein (1979, 1980). It amount only if 
is simple to administer because no interviewer 
is required. Respondents are not faced with (1) V(1, A4 - A; S) + el V(0, S) + e, 
intricate bidding schemes; moreover, re- The willingness to pay probability can k 
spondents do not have to contemplate exact written 
values for resources for which payment is not 
customary. They simply respond "yes" or (2) PI " Fn(dV), 
"no" to a single dollar offer. Additionally, the where fl is the diffemnce ~ ( 1 ,  M - A; S) - 
dichotomous choice approach allows for and- V(0, M: S) and F,, is the probability function 
ysis which is consistent with utility theory for the error. If the argument & is a utility 
(Hanemann). difference, then the binary response mode) 

The approach also has weaknesses. is interpreted as the outcome of a utility. 
Qualitative responses mean that less infonna- maximizing choice (Hanemann). 
tion is elicited from each respondent than may Hanemm has suggested explicit spcifi=. be possible. Mare sophisticated estimation tion of the nonrandom component of the indi- 
techniques are necessary to analyze the qud- m t  utility functions. 
itative responses. Appropriate ranges of value 
(to set question offer levels) for the good in (33 V(W* S) a 4- + B1Ms W 0, 1; 
question must also be predetermined. Finally, (da) V(W, M; S) a a, + B , ~ o ~ M ,  
as with other foms of contingent valuation, 
various forms of theoretical bias occur (Cum- W=O, 1. 
mings, Brookshin, and Schulze; Hoehn and These result @ utility differences 
Kreiger). In the DC case. strategic bias and 
self-selection bias wuld influence the re- (3b) - - BA 
sponse, but interviewer bias and starting point 
bias common to iterative bidding are elimi- 
nated. 

Model Development 

Hanemann has provided the theontical model 
from which Hicksian compensating and equiv- 
alent surplus measures an obtained from 
dichotomous choice, discrete response data 
In this case Hanemann's model is followed in 
a willingness-to-pay framework to obtain a 
measure of individual equivalent surplus. In- 
dividual respondents are assumed to know 
their utility functions which have as arguments 
income (M), a state of nature with or without 
whooping cranes (W), and a socioeconomic 
conditioning factor (S), Other arguments such 
as prices. which do not change, are sup  
pressed for simplicity. Since then arc unob 
servable random components to an individ- 
ual's utility function, utility is treated as a 
random variable with a parametric probability 
distribution having mean V(W, M; S), and 
stochastic component em, which is an inde- 
pendent and identically distributed random 
variable with zero mean. 

When the individual is confronted with the 
loss of whooping cranes (W 0 0) and an 
amount A which he could contribute to a 
preservation trust to ensure the species' con- 

Others (Bishop and Heberlein 1979, 1980; 
Boyle and Bishop 1984; Sellar, Stoll, and 
Chavas; Lochman and Do) have not directly 
specifled the utiliiy functions but have spec- 
ified logarithmic forma as firstorder approxi- 
mations for dY, sometimes hcluding an in- 
come tenn, 

which may be interpreted as an approximation 
of a utility difference (Hanemann). While 
Hanernann's specificdons have theoretical 
merit, Boyle and Bishop (1984, 1983 as well 
as Sellar, Chavas, and StoU have found that 
logarithmic specifications outperform the al- 
ternatives sed by Hanemann, based on 
g00dnessoGt statistics. 

In the present willingness-to-pay applica- 
tion. F,(dV(A)) represents tho probability that 
an individual will respond positively to paying 
a specified amount A for tho whooplag c m a  
resource. The offer, A, is an argument of the 
utility dierenee. For a respondent to be will- 
ing to pay, his true equivalent surplus (a must 
be greater than A. Hence, F,(dY(A)) is the 
same as the probabiiiy (A s E). 

Following Hanemann and assuming that the 
equivalent surplus is random with a probabil- 
ity distribution Gb(A), en estimate of equiv- 
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and S t d  

alent surplus is obtained by using the expected 
value of E, Em, where 

,%Iternat/vely, an approximation of equivalent 
surplus may be obtained by using the median 
value, EM*, of the distribution %(A), where 

Use of the median is arguqto be statistically 
u r e t d  but. from a economic theory 

the individual chooses between a positive and 
negative response based on amparing & to 
some critical value of a random index 2'. 
which depends on individual tastes. If many 
independent factors determine the critical 
level for each individual 2. may be assumed 
to be a nonnally distributed random variable 
by invoking the central limit theorem (Judge 
et al., p. 591). However, in many applications 
the standard logistic distribution function, 

ktandpolnt, represents 'a value judgment 
(Hanemann, p. 337).' Estimating the paramet- is assumed for F,. The logistic distribution 
ric probability function F,,(dV(A)) allows us to closely approximates the normal and is numer- 
obtain estimates of the desired welfare m a -  ically simpler (Judge et al.. p. 591; Capps and 
sum. Kramer; Pindyck and Rubinfeld, p. 248). Both 

the logit and probit models ak used in this 
Binary Response Estimation 

The estimation procedure involves estimating 
parameters which d e h e  the wiUingness-to- 
pay probability function. Applicable qualita- 
tive response models include the linear proba- 
bility model (LPM). the logit model (LM), add 
the probit model (PM) (Amemiya, Judgo et al., 
Maddala, Pindyck and Rubinfeld, Capps and 
Kramer). Because of problems with hete* 
skedasticity (Maddala, p. 16) and the possbil- 
ay of probability prditione outside the zero 
to one range (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, p. 241). 
the LPM model is ranly employed in CCO- 
nomk research. 

An alternative is to employ a transformation 
approach. In this case, an index W 1 e  & = 
X,B, representing ths utility difference Cis- 
c d  earlier, is employed. b r  4. are 
associated with lpeater probabilities that the 
event (Yl) takes place, Le., Yt = 1; h2nce, 
them is a monotonic tolationship between the 
probability of the event taking place i?nd the 
index variable. Under such an assumpuon the 
true probability function would resemble a dis- 
tribution function. Ths two distribution func- 
dons most often selected for use in economic 
applications are the normal and the logistic, 
multiag io the probit and logit modela. 

The argument for adopting the normal dis- 
tniution function is based on assuming that 

study.- 
The parameters for the binary response 

models may be estimated using generalized 
least squares (Bishop and Heberlein 1979, 
1980; Pindyck and Rubinfeld, p. 250) ot maxi- 
mum likelihood methods (Capps and Kramer: 
Hanemann; SeUar, Stoll, and Chavas). For 
experiments with many obsewations per cell 
(i.e.. many individuals receiving the same of- 
fer. having the same income, and having iden- 
tical socioeconomic characteristics), either 
method of estimation is acceptable. Wth few 
obsewations per cell, maxiinurn likelihood 
methods are p r e f d  (Amedya, Capps and 
Kramer). In this study maximum likelihood 
estimation is used. The large sample propcr- 
ties of the ML estimator allow hypothesis test- 
ing of liicar restrictions by the use of asymp 
totic I-values as wen as either the Wald test or 
likelihood ratio test (Amemiya). 

A number of criteria complementing eco- 
nomic theory have been deyeloped to assist 
in model selection (Amemiya, Capps and 
Kramer). In this study we ehploy (4) param- 
eter values, signs, and asyarptotic test statis- 
tics and (b) summary statistics for goodness of 
At to the sample data, such bs the McFadden 
R-square (MRSQ), Akaike'information crite- 
rion (AIC). and the percen? of correct pre- 
dictions (Amemiya). 

Thm different specificattons for the index 
variable Z( 0 XJ# arc employed (equations 3b. 
4b, 5). Each specification is estimated in both 
logit and probit models. In addition to income 
(M) and offer (A) variables; a socioeconomic 
binary variable (D,) is ihduded for member- 
ship in one or more wildlife organizations. 
Such a variabie is included m account for indi- 



1 .  viduals likely to have strong feelings in favor 
of preserving wildlife and as an indicator of 
wildlife knowledge. An additional binary vari- 
able (Dl) is included to account for diierences 
between sample observations obtained at 
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge and those 
administered to a random sample by mail.' 
The former respondents were known to have 
exposure to the whooping crane resource (dif- 
ferent household technology, e.g., see Randall 
and Stoll 1983) and were expected to place a 
higher value on its preservation. Equations 
(3b). (4b), and (9 become 

Amer. I .  Agr. &it. 

Emplrlcal Results 

The ML estimates of the three specifications: 
[equations (9). (lo), and (ll)] for the logit and; 
probit models are shown in table 1. The signs 
of all coefficients conform to prior expecta- 
tions. In all specifications the binary variables 
representing wildlife club membership and site 
specificity are highly significant. The logit and 
probit models d iered little in terms of sum- 
mary statistics and parameter significance for 
any given specification of the utility diier- 
ence. This corresponds with prior work in 
which neither model dominated the other enl- 
~irically in the binary dependent variable case 

(10) dV = a, + B,log(l - (AIM)) ( ~ a p ~ s - a n d  ~ramer).  - 
+ a,D, + alDl. and The estimation revealed considerable d% . .  

ferences regarding the three specifications for 
(11) dV = a. + B,logA + BslogM underlying utility diierences. Based on the 

+ + scalar criteria reported in table 1, specifica- 
where a, is interpreted as (a, - ao) in utility tions (9) and (10fproposed by Hanemann an 
difference terms for equations (9) and (10) but inferior to the logarithmic specification (11). 
not as a utility difference for equation (11). The McFadden R-squarrs for both the logit 

and probit logarithmic models are 40% .or 
more higher than for the two specifications 

Application to the Whooping Crane Resource offered by Hanemann. Similar diierences a p  
pear among the model chi-square statistics re 

The survey was administered in the winter/ suiting from the likelihood ratio test of the nun 
spring of 1983. to (a) users of the AranSas hypothesis that all nonintercept paremden 
Nat~onal WildMe Refuge and (b) nonusers of ,. The AIC statistics, which can be 
the refuge. including Texas residents and reg- used for testing non-nested models (Amemin 
idents of four standard metropolitan statisti- pa 1509, are consistent with these wulu. The 
cal areas (i.e.. Los Angeles. Chicago, Atlanta. percentage pf cornst pdictions for various 
and New York). models was close; but the logarithmic model 

The mail and on-site Surveys were -fully was superior, comctly predicting 78.3% of 
designed, reproduced in booklet fonn, and the responses. 
pretested according to accepted stmdards A, alternative specification of each of the 
(Dillman). The on-site questionnaire was given three models incorporated slope shaers. m y  
to 800 visitors at the refuge on eleven dierent the shan (1 - A/M) specification [quation 
weekday and weekend dates. A total of 1.200 (lo)] was signifiCBntly influenced by a slope 
were mailed to Texas residents and 600 ques- interaction variable (between and 
tionnaires were divided among the four large share). In this case the site dummy w e  
SMSA'S. Response rates Were 67% for On- insignificant, the interaction variable had lim- 
site subjects and 36% for mail administration. ited dispersion, the model fit was not 
Information collected from respondents in- noticeably different. Given these results, pool- 
cluded socioeconomic characteristics and val- ing of all respondent data into a single esti- 
ue responses to the contingent market scenar- mated model for each specification judged 
io. Of the 1.03 1 returned questionnaires. appropriate. 
290 were not usable for this part of the anal- 
ysis because of various omissions, leaving a wellare M ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  
sample .size of 741. 

Based on the estimation results, equivalent 
I Survey Instruments rcrc identical erscpt for t b  rcll~0v.I of surplus welfare measures were calculated 

lour p a r s  dealing with on-rite .stiviticr r b n  adminfaered by each of the three specifications. The &- mail. On.site respondents were handed the inavument urd aslred 
to complete it with no snisnnse to rimulatc tho manner in which culated mean and median values for each 
mail rcsvmdents would rcaivc the instrument. estimated distribution for both on-site and off- 
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Table 1. Whooplng Cram Models, Parameter Estlmatlon for Dichotomous Choice, C o n t l n ~ t  
Valuation Methods - 

Club member .89P .J32' .936* .584* .88lW .SIP 
(4.47) (4.39) (4.74) (4.89) (4.21) (4. 1n 

On-ab rcsp. .We .383* .SW' .345' .617' .%4* 
(3.49) n.m (3.07) , (3.26) (3.22) (3.29) 

Corn* 
pndktions (%I n. I 75.0 73.5 74.1 78.3 78.3 

MRSQ .I5 .I5 .I4 .I3 .21 .2l 
AIC 391.07 392.39 398.67 401.W 366.98 366.94 
N 741 74 1 741 741 741 .. 741 

site respondents as well as by club member- 
ship are listed in table 2. They range from 
-$6l to $149. The estimated conditional logis- 
tic probability functions used to calculate 
these measures for off-site nonmember re- 
spondents are shown in figure 1. 

The mean values were calculated by numer- 
i d l y  integrating the area under each esti- 
mated willingness-to-pay function over the 
range of the offer amounts. Income was set at 
its sample mean ($26.742).* The mean equiva- 
lent surplus measures arc considerably higher 

t m o c o l l r b ; s c a ~ p m & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ h o ~  
Moa ol hnama. akulus cho lalarm moasfy o a b ,  ud 
tlan .pprrsuo lo tho popuhdan v h  quwalim ~ ! a  (in 
mast h(uy08, I muhlpl i ive  mh Ptrhtng opuJ weight to 
~ n d ~ d t t h  IR arh e- il ladiridtnl -I could bc c*-lgGPi i-rp+.mrmr8,1.1hIhll, Gld 2wo 
l b l o u l  poplloio. hd bcon u d . a p a r l d y  Mdom vmple Itd 
b c o n c ~ u d r e a p m d e d .  ~ImdsorsolDoanadomnarwo 
h m m , m i I ~ t l a . r c r s n ~ d h a . l a t b p r a a s u c .  
sfma man I- *u utnhod b u w m  htorem Is h amp.riwn 
ofnruhlw s n h s  Xmas modol saladon methods. smiRca- 
tlons. d a U  mmsums. and rmnsltloa ruler. Thls Is wffWcnl 
lor our purports but wwld not bo appmprhtc for d m .  

than the m e d i i  in all but one case. This 
occurs in spite of the downward biai on means 
caused by truncating the range of integration 
at the highest offer ($130). Doubling and tri- 
pling the range of integration increased the 
means as much as 75% (table 2). Hanemann's 
concern that the m e d i i  would avoid trunca- 
tion problems appears relevant in'this case. 
Notably, in this application the truncation 
mle chosen has considerably less impact on 
the utility-theoretic specifications than on 
the logarithmic specification. The calculated 
means are relatively invariant to either the 
logit or probit estimation approach. 

The medians vary considerably across spec- 
ifications but are similar for logit versus probit 
models (table 2) except for the share model 
[equation (lo)]. The linear specification pro- 
posed by Hanemann leads to a negative me- 
dian value in three of the four nonmember 
cases. This result is disturbing. Although 
negative values may be feasible for some re- 
sources, e.g.. poisonous snakes, certain vi- 
ruses, etc.. in this case they seem unreason- 
able. In opinion questions, less than 8% of the 
respondents indicated that the whooping 
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Table 2. Whooping Crane Annual Value Estimate and Their Sensitivity to Estimator, Model SpeclfkaUons, Estimation Methd, and 
Altwnatlve TramcatJon Rules i! 

Mcm WTP PdWTP s A - .9J)  be^ Of 

f3%& Median 3130 St60 S390 A Mean lzslurmes +IT0 

Hmmann l Loeit No No -316 -.024 -13.00 21.21 22.38 22.43 108 20.35 21-22 
Robit No No -216 -.014 -15.77 21.22 21.82 21.65 IW 20.31 21-22 

limemano2 Logic No No -.a 403.22 -39.94 23.95 28.10 28.69 I55 25.44 24-29 
W I  No No -A46 193.W -61.56 24.37 29.02 29.44 164 26.58 24-29 

1.353 -.824 5.17 21.00 27.35 3150 184 24.06 21-32 
.795 -.a 5 0  20.65 25.71 28.51 148 21.60 21-29 

Hancmanal k a  No Y a  .UD -.m4 23.99 39.13 42.00 42.12 145 40.02 30-42 
Robir No Y a  316 -.OM B.07 39.68 41.97 42.01 143 40.46 40-42 

Haaemana2 b#iI No - Y u  334 903.22 22.14 45.92 55.92 57.43 216 54.29 46-37 
~ o ~ t  NO Y ~ S  .I= I-.% 19.02 m a  62.55 u.n 244 61.83 48-65 

Y a  2234 -.824 15.05 37.95 52.31 61.97 SM m.m 3e-m 
1314 -.a 14.77 38.14 ~2.00 60.64 $29 62.69 3863 

l b n a l a m l  Y o  No 318 -.U24 13.09 33.16 3537 35.47 134 33.37 33-35 
W l  Y a  No .I67 -.014 1219 33.88 35.U) 35.54 132 33.99 34-36 

Haoanaan2 lpsit Yea No - 4039 -3.82 35.68 42.65 43.67 191 40.48 36-44 
~ o ~ l  YU NO -.to1 ' 1m.w -13.n n.a 46-90 moo 212 45.22 36-48 

1.970 -.824 10.92 a 1 1  a.o so.m 389 ~0.92 32-51 
1.159 -.a 10.75 32.27. 42.74 49.07 313 45.64 32-49 

Wnnmnmnl lpsit Y a  Y a  1.217 -.m4 S0.w U.14 60.39 60.63 171 . 55-61 
Robic Y a  Yea -699 -.014 S1.02 %.I7 61.31 61.37 171 59.83 5 6 4 1  
lpsit Y- 2 ~ 2  n.n 62-80 
Robil Yea 

. . 



truncation is very apparent in this study.6 In 
dichotomous choice studies. pretesting offer 
ranges is often inadequate. Thus, observation 
of a high proportion of "yes" responses at the 
upper end of the range implies a larger WTP 
truncation is necessary to estimate the mean 
WTP more accurately. However. this involves 
a double-edged sword. Although the higher 
range is needed for accuracy, the relibiiiy of 
the estimated distribution's tail is question- 
able. 

When adequate pretesting of offer ranges is 
absent, the use of the median would avoid this 
truncation problem. The m e d i i  also may 
provide a more conservative estimate of WTP. 
However, variation in medians across spec- 
ifications suggests caution. 

Concerning the economic value of the 
whooping crane resource, both income and 
wildlife-oriented organization membership led 
to an increased probability of offer acceptance. 
That is, both led to an increased WTP estimate 
for the whooping crane resource. Mean WTP 
was estimated to range from $21 to $149 de- 
pending upon the level of truncation used and 
functional specification: the majority of esti- 
mates were $70 or less. Estimates of WTP for 
mail survey respondents ranged from $21 to 
$70, with most less than $SO. Estim'ated me- 
dians ranged from -$62 to $67. Each of hese 

is for amrividual  (&e 
n r t s  my have answered for their 

house olds) and j s  expressed on an annual 
b s ~ s .  Any attempt to aggregate across ~ n d t -  
v'lduals (or households) would reauire iden- 
tification of the relevant popu~atidn and dis- 
counting to account for future time periods. 

Conclusions 

The preceding findings indicate that caution is 
necessary in applying dichotomous choice 
models in CVM studies. This is not to say that 
they should be avoided. To the contrary, these 
models can be applied with considerable suc- 
cess. Yet, those using this approach must rec- 
ognize the limitations and report their results 
in a manner which will make others aware of 
the sensitivity of estimates to the issues of 
functional form, truncation. and the statistical 
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estimator of WTP adopted, i.e., mean or me- 
dian. 

For applied policy analysis, economists 
often must choose or suggest aa estimate. In 
the present case, the ean WTPestimate from 
the logarithmic specircatlon using a truncation 
level of $130 seems most credible, based upon 
statistical fit, pretesting of offer ranges, and 
other considerations. However, given the em- 
pirical results reported, an annual estimate of 
WTP could fall within the $5 to $149 range 
(excluding the negative medians) depending 
upon which estimation approach was chosen. 
These alternative choices would resplt in sig- 
nificant differences in value when aggregating 
over the entire population of the United 
States; these differences would not be rcc08- 
nized if a single specification, estimation a p  
proach, statistical estimator, and truncation 
rule had been initially adopted. Clearly profes- 
sional judgment plays a major role in making 
use of dichotomous choice survey methods. 

[Received July 1986; final revis ion 
received A u g u s t  1987.1 
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Appendix 

Cont ingent  M a r k e t  Question 

The wntingent market question Milked in this study is 
reproduced blow. 

Essh blank line space in the question was.iUted in with a 
spcciAc offer amount ranging Imm $1 to S130. The 
amounta d e d  across respondents, with each respondent 
receiving only one offer amount for the question. Re- 
source manog.cn a r ~  inkrested in p r d i  che amount 
of f u m  iatcrem which people will have in wildlife. The 

icv nmaosalc under wnsidaation. -, - -. - -  - 

S u ~ w ~ e  that economic ~ressures  and wlicv chanscs . . . .  . 

resulted in a decision lo no longer fund probmns to main- 
tain the whooping crane population-a decision which 
would vinualiy insure the extinction of the whooping 
crane. 

Suppose that an independent foundation.was set up for 
the purchase and maintenance of refuge land w that the 
species might k preserved in the future. Supponing 
membership in the foundation would be available for 
S- pcr for each person. Future access 
would k set up so that only those individuals who desire 
to visit and who contribute to the foundation each year 
would have the option to usc the refuge,ams. These 
people would pay no additional f a s  for visitation at these 
refuges. Other individuals who contributed, but did no1 
intend to visit the refuges. would still have the satisfaction 
that they helped preserve the whooping crane. 

if a supporting membership cost I- p r  year. 
would you become a member and help ensure the con. 
tinued exisuncc of the whooping cranes? 
(Circle a number) 

I .  YES 
2. NO 


